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Paul Rachael McAuffe, the son of Noah and Dorthy maintains the saga of his family members
as instructed in his fathers outdated manuscript of "Skipping Rock." Born and raised within the
Brooks diversity of Alaska, Paul tells stories of a lifestyles choked with arctic adventure, spirits,
family, religion and flying. Born in 1935, Paul passed his father his enterprise card at age 13.
"McAuffe Aviation, Paul Rachael McAuffe MC Auffe's Arctic proprietor." As an adult, Paul
delights in telling stories and writing of his adventures. it is the easy issues that appear to
please him the most. iciness quiet, the chugging of his wooden stove, gazing the swirling
espresso grounds as they boil and his ever trustworthy Piper Cub. Crusty every now and then
and prayerful at others, his existence is stuffed with the ever-present family members spirits of
old. Rachael, the girl within the crimson blanket, Spirit and damaged Eye the dogs, and lots of
local people. occasions of tension carry him to prayer. occasions of quiet deliver him to
thankfulness. With Dakota his spouse and flying partner, Ladonna his daughter, Joe and Dave
his sons in addition to his followed Lakota children, Paul is fulfilled. he's continuously attempting
to work out the best way to get in MC Auffe's Arctic spite of Ian, his again slapping friend. He
delights in his courting with Fr Paddy, his mother's companion at the trail. Paul's reference to
Vernon White Wolf, brings the previous to the present.
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